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Description

[0001] The invention relates to fastening devices for
fastening a panel to a wall with a high resistance to pulling
off.
[0002] It is known that such a device is for example
useful in an automotive vehicle, in case of shock, in order
for the panel, for example an inside trim panel of a door,
to continue being held by the wall, for example the inside
sheet metal of the door, at least in certain critical zones,
in particular in the deployment zone of an airbag.
[0003] Such a device is already known comprising a
lining of plastics material which is engaged on a lateral
rim of the wall and a screw which is made to engage with
an extension of the panel passing in front of the rim of
the wall, the screw being engaged in a bore in the lining.
[0004] This device is fully satisfactory, in particular as
concerns its performance in resisting pulling off and its
capacity to be demounted and remounted, for example
to perform an operation on mechanical components sit-
uated inside the door. A further device, as known from
FR 2872556, discloses the features of the preamble of
claim 1,
[0005] The invention aims to provide a similar device
but which is more discrete visually.
[0006] To that end, the invention provides a fastening
device for fastening a panel to a wall with a high resist-
ance to pulling off, comprising a male member to engage
on the panel and a female member to engage on the wall,
the male member and the female member being config-
ured for the female member to be able to receive and
retain the male member releasably, characterized in that:

- in order for the female member to receive and retain
the male member, the male member comprises a
foot having a spike which narrows from a shoulder
towards the distal end of the foot, while the female
member comprises a cavity for reception of said
spike and an elastic part extending across the re-
ception cavity which is configured to bend in contact
with the spike, on a thrusting-in movement of the foot
into the cavity, and to relax when the spike has
passed beyond it in order to arrive opposite the
shoulder to prevent the withdrawal of the spike;

- to release the male member from the female mem-
ber, the female member comprises an actuating part
to dispose the elastic part clear of the shoulder of
the foot, the actuating part projecting radially out-
wards;

- for its engagement on the periphery of an aperture
of the wall having a contour having two crenels facing
each other and two circle arcs facing each other and
each extending from one to the other of the crenels,
the female member comprises, rearward of the ac-
tuating part, a butt having:

- an outside lateral surface having at least one first
cylindrical portion and a second cylindrical portion
diametrically opposite the first cylindrical portion,

- two bearing skids each jutting radially respectively
from said first cylindrical portion and said second cy-
lindrical portion of said outside lateral surface of the
butt, each bearing skid having a contact surface for
contact with the wall,

- two insertion fins each projecting radially respective-
ly from said first cylindrical portion and from said sec-
ond cylindrical portion of said outside lateral surface
of the butt, each insertion fin being rearward of and
aligned with a respective bearing skid, each insertion
fin having, facing the contact surface of the corre-
sponding bearing skid, a contact surface for contact
with the wall, each insertion fin having a contour set
back from the contour of the corresponding bearing
skid, and

- at least one locking fin projecting radially from said
outside lateral surface of the butt between the two
insertion fins, having the same contour as one of the
insertion fins ; and

- to index the angular position of the female member
in relation to the wall, in order for the actuating part
of the female member to be turned towards an out-
side edge of the wall, each insertion fin has a different
contour from the contour of the other insertion fin.

[0007] To fasten the panel to the wall, once the male
member has been engaged on the panel and the female
member has been engaged on the wall, it suffices to po-
sition the panel with respect to the wall in order for the
foot of the male member to be opposite the cavity of the
female member and to thrust the foot into the cavity.
[0008] Thus, the mounting of the fastening device ac-
cording to the invention may be carried out blind, with
the fastening device not being visible from the outside.
[0009] Of course, within the contour of the aperture of
the wall on the periphery of which must engage the fe-
male member, the crenels have the same different re-
spective shapes as the insertion fins whereas the circle
arcs have the same curvature as the cylindrical portions
from which project the insertion fins and from which jut
the bearing skids, the thickness of the wall corresponding
to the spacing between the contact surfaces of the inser-
tion fins and of the bearing skids which face each other;
and to engage the female member on the wall, the butt
is angularly oriented in relation to the aperture with each
insertion fin having its contour matching up with the crenel
of the same shape as the contour of the aperture, then
the back of the butt is thrust into the aperture until the
bearing skids come to bear on the wall and then the fe-
male member is turned until the locking fin is accommo-
dated in the corresponding portion of the aperture delim-
ited by the crenel of the same shape.
[0010] Because the actuating part is turned towards
an outside edge of the wall, that actuating part can be
accessed from that outside edge to free the male member
from the female member and thus free the panel from
the wall.
[0011] Thus, although the mounting of the fastening
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device is carried out blind, it is possible to act on that
fastening device to free the male member from the female
member.
[0012] According to features preferred for reasons of
simplicity, convenience and economy of implementation:

- said butt has two said locking fins each projecting
radially from said outside lateral surface, each said
locking fin having the same contour as a respective
one of said insertion fins;

- the angular spacing between each locking fin and
the insertion fin having the same contour is a quarter
turn;

- said elastic part is an extractible pin, said actuating
part of the female member being formed by a loop
of said pin;

- said pin comprises two legs linked to each other by
said loop;

- said pin is made of elastically flexible metal wire
shaped by bending with said legs being disposed
flanking each other;

- each leg has an arcuate portion the inside radius of
curvature of which corresponds to the inside diam-
eter of said shoulder, each said arcuate portion being
disposed in said reception cavity;

- said female member comprises, in addition to said
butt, a brim surrounding the mouth of said cavity;

- said butt comprises a flange from which projects said
brim;

- said male member comprises:

- a clip comprising said foot and a head ; and
- a sole provided to be engaged on said panel,

said sole and said head being configured to be
assembled with the head kept in a predeter-
mined position relative to the sole with the ex-
ception of an elastic offset about said predeter-
mined position;

- said sole comprises a base in which is formed a cut-
out while a rib surrounding said cut-out projects from
a first face of said base; in that said head comprises
a plate, a counter-plate and a spacer linking the plate
to the counter-plate, the counter-plate comprising
flexible peripheral arms; and in that in the assembled
state of said sole and of said head, said spacer, is
disposed in said cut-out with the counter-plate facing
said first face of said base with said flexible arms in
contact with said rib while said plate faces a second
face of said base, which is a reverse face to said first
face; and/or

- said counter-plate comprises a rigid flange on the
periphery of which are regularly spaced said flexible
arms, which each comprise a first branch and a sec-
ond branch with an elbow between the first branch
and the second branch, the first branch extending
between a zone of junction with the flange and the
elbow, the second branch extending between the

elbow and an appendix, which appendix extends to-
wards a neighboring flexible arm with its free end
situated between the flange and the elbow of said
neighboring flexible arm.

[0013] According to a second aspect, the invention al-
so concerns an assembly comprising a device as set out
above, a wall comprising an aperture on the periphery of
which is engaged the butt of said female member and a
panel on which is engaged said male member, said ac-
tuating part of said female member being turned towards
an outside edge of the wall.
[0014] According to features that are preferred as be-
ing particularly simple and convenient to enable the panel
to be freed from the wall, the assembly further comprises
a tool configured to act on said actuating part in order to
dispose the elastic part clear of the shoulder of the foot,
said female member and said foot being configured in
order for the foot to be able to thrust into said cavity until
said panel bears against said wall and be able to withdraw
as far as a position in which said shoulder is against said
elastic part with said panel then being sufficiently spaced
away from said wall for said tool to be inserted between
said wall and said panel to come into engagement with
said actuating part.
[0015] In a preferred embodiment in which the present
invention is particularly useful, said wall is an inside metal
sheet of an automotive vehicle door whereas said panel
is an inside trim panel of said door.
[0016] The disclosure of the invention will now be con-
tinued with the detailed description of an embodiment,
given below by way of illustrative and non-limiting exam-
ple, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in
which:

- Figure 1 is an exploded perspective view of a fas-
tening device according to the invention, of a panel
and of a wall to fasten to each other using that fas-
tening device, the wall and the panel being repre-
sented partially;

- Figure 2 is a view of the parts illustrated in Figure 1
in the assembled state;

- Figures 3 and 4 are in perspective views from differ-
ent angles of a sole of that fastening device;

- Figure 5 is a perspective view showing the front of
a clip of that fastening device;

- Figure 6 is a view in elevation of that clip;
- Figures 7 and 8 are perspective views respectively

showing the front and the rear of a sleeve of that
fastening device, which sleeve forms the female
member of that fastening device;

- Figure 9 is a plan view showing the back of that
sleeve;

- Figures 10 and 11 are elevation views of that sleeve,
respectively from the left side and from the top of
Figure 9;

- Figure 12 is a perspective view of that sleeve and of
a portion of the wall illustrated in Figures 1 and 2,
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with the sleeve oriented to be mounted by engage-
ment on the periphery of an aperture of that wall;

- Figure 13 is a perspective view showing the sleeve
engaged on the wall, a male member formed by the
clip and by the sole assembled together as well as
securing arms of the panel illustrated in Figures 1
and 2, the male member being secured to the panel
by engagement on the securing arms, the clip facing
the sleeve;

- Figure 14 is a similar view to Figure 13 but with the
fastening device in the assembled state and thus the
panel fastened to the wall;

- Figure 15 is a perspective view of the fastening de-
vice engaged on the wall, shown partly torn away,
the panel not being shown in order not to clutter the
drawing;

- Figure 16 is a cross-section view in elevation of the
fastening device in the assembled state; and

- Figures 17 to 19 are perspective views illustrating
the actions to accomplish in order to free the male
member from the sleeve.

[0017] As can be seen more particularly in Figures 1
and 2, the fastening device 1 illustrated comprises a clip
5, a sole 6 and a sleeve 45.
[0018] In general terms, when these three parts are in
the assembled state, they are aligned, that is to say cen-
tered on the same axial direction.
[0019] The sole 6 is provided to be engaged on a panel
3. The clip 5 is provided to be assembled with the sole
6. The sleeve 45 is provided to be engaged on the pe-
riphery of an aperture 8 of a wall 2. The sleeve 45 is
provided to receive and retain the clip 5 in order for the
panel 3 and the wall 2 to be fastened to each other.
[0020] Here, the wall 2 is the inside metal sheet of an
automotive vehicle door and the panel 3 is an inside trim
panel of that door.
[0021] The sole 6 (Figures 3 and 4) is of plastics ma-
terial molded in a single piece. It comprises a flat base
30 and a rib 31.
[0022] A cut-out 32 is formed in the base 30. The cut-
out 32 extends from a central region of the base 30 to an
edge 33. A flexible tongue 34 projects into the cut-out 32
from one of its longitudinal edges. The tongue 34 is in-
clined towards the central region of the base 30 and to-
wards the longitudinal edge of the cut-out 32 opposite to
the edge from which extends the tongue 34.
[0023] The flat base 30 has a front face 40 and a back
face 41 which are opposite faces to each other. The rib
31 projects from the font face 40.
[0024] The rib 31 is oriented in the same general di-
rection as the cut-out 32.
[0025] The rib 31 comprises two end portions 39 and
a central portion 35 extending from one to the other of
the end portions 39. The central portion 35 is of an arcuate
form longer than a half-circle, concentric with the base
30. Each end portion 39 is inclined towards the other end
portion 39 and towards the central portion 35. Thus, the

separation between the end portions 39 decreases to-
wards the central portion 35, with each side of the rib 31
having a point of inflexion at each junction 36 between
the central portion 35 and an end portion 39. The base
30 has four apertures 38 regularly distributed in the vi-
cinity of the periphery of the base 30, externally of the rib
31.
[0026] The clip 5 (Figures 5 and 6) is of plastics material
molded in a single piece. It comprises a foot 10 and a
head 11.
[0027] The head 11 comprises a plate 15, a counter-
plate 17 and a spacer 16 linking the plate 15 to the coun-
ter-plate 17.
[0028] The counter-plate 17 comprises a rigid flange
18 and six flexible arms 19. The flange 18 and the arms
19 are of the same thickness.
[0029] The flange 18 has a generally circular outline.
The six arms 19 are regularly distributed around the pe-
riphery of the flange 18.
[0030] The arms 19 will now be described when they
are at rest, that is to say in the absence of external stress
(position illustrated).
[0031] Each arm 19 is of hair pin shape: it comprises
two branches 112 and 114, an elbow 113 and an appen-
dix 115. The branch 112, as seen in Figure 5, extends
clockwise, from a region 111 of junction with the flange
18. The bend 113 forms a U-turn between the branches
112 and 114. The branch 114 extends to an end 116
situated facing the junction region 111. Both branches
112 and 114 are slightly curved with a convex outside
surface. The branch 114 is slightly longer than the branch
112. The appendix 115 is connected to the end 116. The
appendix 115 extends towards the neighboring arm 19.
It is curved with its convexity turned towards the junction
region 111 of the arm 19 to which it belongs. The free
end of the appendix 115 is located between the elbow
113 of the neighboring arm 19 and the edge of the flange
18.
[0032] If a force directed towards the flange 18 is ap-
plied to one of the arms 19, that arm 19 may bend elas-
tically as it moves towards the flange 18.
[0033] A recess 117 is provided on the flange 18 facing
each appendix 115. Each recess 117 is provided to ac-
commodate the facing appendix 115 when the arm 19
borne by that appendix 115 is bent towards the flange 18.
[0034] The branches 114 of the six arms 19 are orient-
ed along the same circle which is concentric with the
flange 18.
[0035] It will be noted that the appendix 115 enables
each arm 19 to have a distal portion which is spaced from
the periphery of the counter-plate 17. This makes it pos-
sible, when a set of clips 5 is placed loose in a container,
to avoid the different clips 5 hooking to each other by the
arms 19.
[0036] The spacer 16 extends longitudinally from one
face of the flange 18 to a face of the plate 15.
[0037] The foot 10 comprises a spike 12, a stem 13
and a base portion 14.
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[0038] The base portion 14 is connected to the plate
15 on the face that is remote from the spacer 16. The
base portion 14 takes the form of a barrel 20 around
which are disposed four reinforcing ribs 21 in a cross.
[0039] The stem 13 connects the base portion 14 to
the spike 12. Here, the widest part of the stem 13 is lo-
cated adjacent the base portion 14.
[0040] Here the spike 12 has the shape of an ogive
narrowing from a shoulder 24 towards the distal end of
the foot 10.
[0041] The clip 5 is adapted to be assembled with the
sole 6, the counter-plate 17 coming to be accommodated
in the space delimited by the front face 40 and by the
central portion 35 of the rib 31, the spacer 16 coming to
be accommodated in the cut-out 32 and the plate 15 com-
ing against the back face 41.
[0042] The diameter of the inside surface of the central
part 35 of the rib 31 corresponds to the diameter of the
outside surfaces of the branches 114 when the arms 19
are at rest (not bent).
[0043] Thus, when the arms 19 are at rest, the head
11, and more generally the clip 5, is centered in relation
to the central part 35 of the rib 31 and consequently in
relation to the base 30 of the sole 6.
[0044] The assembly of the clip 5 with the sole 6 is
made by placing the spacer 16 in face-to-face relation-
ship with the mouth of the cut-out 32 through the edge
33 with the back face of the counter-plate 17 facing the
front face 40 of the base 30 and the front face of the plate
15 facing the back face 41 of the base 30; then the spacer
16 is made to slide into the cut-out 32, the spacer 16
encounters the tongue 34, which bends to enable the
spacer 16 to advance then relaxes when the spacer 16
has passed beyond it. At the same time, the counter-
plate 17, and more generally the arms 19 situated at its
periphery, come to meet the end portions 39 of the rib
31, which forces the arms 19 to come into contact with
the portions 39 to bend to pass beyond the point of in-
flexion 36, after which the arms 19 relax.
[0045] The clip 5 and the sole 6 are then in the assem-
bled state illustrated in Figures 2 and 13 to 19.
[0046] Due to the fact that the central portion 35 of the
rib 31 is longer than a half-circle, the counter-plate 17 is
retained by the central portion 35 of the rib 31. The with-
drawal of the clip 5 is also prevented by the tongue 34.
[0047] The fact that, in its portion situated between its
bottom and the tongue 34, the cut-out 32 is wider than
the diameter of the spacer 16 whereas the spacing be-
tween the tongue 34 and the bottom of the cut-out 32 is
greater than the diameter of the spacer 16, associated
with the flexibility of the arms 19, enables the clip 5, si-
multaneously, to assume a position that is centered rel-
ative to the sole 6 in the absence of external force and,
in case of a force oriented transversely to the foot 10 of
the clip 5, to assume an off-centered position relative to
the sole 6. The maximum off-centeredness corresponds
to arms 19 concerned coming into abutment against the
flange 18. Here the maximum off-centeredness is of the

order of 2 mm.
[0048] Due to the fact that the back face of the counter-
plate 17 bears, in particular by its flange 18, on the front
face 40 of the base 30 whereas the front face of the plate
15 bears against the back face 41 of the base 30, the
clip 5 becomes off-centered by moving thus relative to
the sole 6 parallel to the base 30 and thus parallel to the
plate 15 and to the counter-plate 17.
[0049] It will be noted that the fact that the arms 19 are
free in relation to each other enables the arms 19 to bend
individually and thus to deform as well as possible to
continue to conform to the central part 35 of the rib 31
when the deformations take place.
[0050] As the areas of contact between the flange 18
and the plate 15 with the base 30 are relatively large,
relatively high forces may be exerted between the clip 5
and the sole 6 in the axial direction of the clip 5, without
causing degradation.
[0051] The flaring of the stem 13 of the foot 10 is also
favorable for the resistance to pulling off.
[0052] Here, flaring of the stem 13 is such that the wid-
est part is located adjacent the base portion 14. As a
variant, the widest part is situated adjacent the shoulder
24.
[0053] The panel 3 comprises a front portion 7 and a
rim 9 which frames the front portion 7.
[0054] When the panel 3 is fastened to the wall 2 (Fig-
ure 2), the front portion 7 of the panel 3 is away from the
wall 2 whereas the edge of the rim 9 that is remote from
the front wall 7 is against or in immediate proximity to the
wall 2.
[0055] The engagement on the wall 3 of the male mem-
ber, formed by the clip 5 and by the sole 6 assembled
together, is achieved here thanks to the securing arms
105 of the panel 3.
[0056] Here, there are four securing arms 105. They
project rearward from the front portion 7. At its distal end
each securing arm 105 initially has a finger 106 whose
cross-section corresponds to the contour of the apertures
38 of the sole 6, each finger 106 emerging from a wider
portion of the arm 105, such that there is a shoulder at
the base of each finger 106, each finger 106 being longer
than the thickness of the base 30 of the sole 6, the fingers
106 being disposed in relation to each other in the same
way as the apertures 38 of the sole 6.
[0057] To engage the sole 6 on the wall 3, the sole 6
is disposed facing the wall 3 as shown in Figure 1, that
is to say with the front face 40 of the base 30 facing
towards the securing arms 105. Each finger 106 is en-
gaged in a respective aperture 38, by continuing the
thrusting-in movement until the sole 6 comes into abut-
ment against the shoulders situated at the base of the
fingers 106.
[0058] The portion of the fingers 106 emerging beyond
the sole 6 is then subjected to head-forming to terminate
the securing of the sole 6 to the panel 3. The head-formed
portions of the fingers 106 form retaining heads 107 (Fig-
ures 13 and 14).
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[0059] It will be noted that such an assembly between
the sole 6 and the panel 3 is particularly resistant to the
pulling-off forces which may exist between the sole 6 and
the panel 3.
[0060] According to circumstances, the sole 6 is en-
gaged on the panel 3 before or after assembly with the
clip 5.
[0061] When the male member is assembled and en-
gaged on the panel 3, the foot 10 projects from the sole
6 on the opposite side to the front portion 7.
[0062] The sleeve 45 (Figures 7 to 11) comprises a
body 48 and a pin 47.
[0063] The body 48 comprises a butt 51, a brim 50 and
lugs 52.
[0064] The butt 51 comprises a flange 49 having a front
face from which project the brim 50 and the lugs 52.
[0065] The brim 50 is formed by a generally annular
wall. The brim 50 is disposed concentrically in relation to
the flange 49, and more generally concentrically in rela-
tion to the butt 5. The lugs 52 are disposed on respective
opposite sides of the brim 50, extending here in the same
diametrical direction, from the outside lateral surface of
the brim 50 to the periphery of the flange 49.
[0066] More specifically, the outside lateral surface of
the brim 50 has two opposite flats, each lug 52 projecting
radially from one of the flats.
[0067] In general terms, the brim 50 surrounds the
mouth of a cavity 84 of the body 48 to receive the foot
10 of the clip 5.
[0068] Beyond the mouth delimited by the brim 50, the
cavity 84 continues rearward in the butt 51.
[0069] More specifically, rearward of the brim 50, the
cavity 84 is surrounded by the flange 49 then by a wall
56 of the butt 51 rearward of the flange 49.
[0070] At the back, the cavity 84 is closed by a trans-
verse back wall 87 of the butt 51.
[0071] The inside lateral surface 85 of the brim 50 that
surrounds the mouth towards the front of the cavity 84,
is frusto-conical narrowing rearward.
[0072] Between the brim 50 and the back wall 87, the
surface that laterally delimits the cavity 84 is of circular
cross-section of slightly greater diameter than the outside
contour of the shoulder 24 of the foot 10. Here, this sur-
face is provided with gadroons adapted to fit the greatest
diameter of the spike 12. As a variant, that surface is
smooth.
[0073] The butt 51 serves to engage the sleeve 45,
and more specifically the body 48 of the sleeve 45, on
the wall 2, by virtue of the shape it has externally rearward
of the flange 49, and more specifically projecting from
the rear face of the flange 49 and from the outside lateral
surface 88 of a barrel 73.
[0074] Here, the barrel 73 is formed by a wall which
surrounds the wall 56, to which it is connected by radially
oriented ribs 72. As a variant, the wall 56 forms the barrel
73, for example by being thicker.
[0075] The outside lateral surface 88 of the barrel 73
is of circular cross-section here with two diametrically

opposite cylindrical portions 89 and 90.
[0076] Two bearing skids 57 project radially from re-
spectively the first portion 89 and from the second portion
90.
[0077] The bearing skids 57 extend widthwise from a
first lateral surface 131 to a second lateral surface 132.
[0078] Here, the bearing skids 57 also project from the
back face of the flange 49. The width of each bearing
skid 57 is slightly less than the diameter of the surface
88. The skids 57 each have a surface 60 of contact with
the wall 2, on the opposite side to the flange 49.
[0079] As can be seen in Figures 8 and 10, two inser-
tion fins 58 and 59 project radially respectively from the
first cylindrical portion 89 and from the second cylindrical
portion 90, each with a surface 70 of contact with the wall
2 facing a respective bearing skid 57. Each insertion fin
58 or 59 is thus rearward of and aligned with a respective
bearing skid 57. Each insertion fin 58 and 59 extends
widthwise from a first lateral surface 68 to a second lateral
surface 69 which is parallel to and of smaller height than
the first lateral surface 68. Each first lateral surface 68 is
transverse to the corresponding contact surface 70 and
for each fin 58 and 59 an inclined surface 67 extends
from the contact surface 70 to the second lateral surface
69.
[0080] The spacing between the contact surfaces 60
of the bearing skids 57 and the contact surfaces 70 of
the insertion fins 58 and 59, corresponds to the thickness
of the wall 2.
[0081] As is explained below, each insertion fin 58 and
59 is of different predetermined width (distance between
the first lateral surface 68 and the second lateral surface
69).
[0082] The insertion fin 58 is wider than the insertion
fin 59. They are both of smaller width than the width of
the bearing skids 57, that is to say that each insertion fin
58 and 59 has a contour that is set back from the contour
of the corresponding bearing skid 57.
[0083] Here, the insertion fin 58 and the insertion fin
59 are of the same length (dimension in the radial direc-
tion); and the length of the insertion fin 58 and of the
insertion fin 59 is less than the length of the bearing skids
57.
[0084] Two opposite locking fins 65 and 66 project ra-
dially from the outside lateral surface 88 of the butt 51.
They extend radially transversely to the bearing skids 57
and to the insertion fins 58 and 59. The fins 65 and 66
are of smaller thickness than that of the bearing skids 57.
[0085] The locking fins 65 and 66 are each separated
from the flange 49 by a space 71 (Figures 8 and 16). A
rim 62 projects from the distal end of each fin 65 and 66.
Each rim 62 has an inclined surface 63 at the junction
between its back edge and one of its lateral edges. The
other lateral edge forms a locking surface 64.
[0086] The locking fin 65 has the same contour as the
insertion fin 58 and the locking fin 66 has the same con-
tour as the insertion fin 59.
[0087] Considered from behind the sleeve 45 (as in
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Figure 9), each insertion fin 58 and 59 is followed, in the
clockwise direction, respectively by the locking fin 65 and
by the locking fin 66 having the same contour.
[0088] As can be seen especially in Figures 7 and 19,
the brim 50 is traversed by two pairs of openings 53 which
enable the body 48 to receive the pin 47, as is explained
later.
[0089] The two pairs of openings 53 are diametrically
opposite and are each situated half way between the lugs
52.
[0090] Here, each opening 53 is of rectangular cross-
section one of the long sides of which is flush with the
front face of the flange 49, one of the short sides of which
is flush with the bottom of a groove 43 (Figure 16) situated
set back in relation to the surface 85, and of which the
other short side is flush with a partition 44 for separation
with the neighboring opening 53.
[0091] The partition 44 situated between the two open-
ings 53 of one of the pairs and the partition 44 situated
between the two openings 53 of the other pair are aligned
in the same diametric direction.
[0092] On each side of the partitions 44, the facing
openings 53 are aligned.
[0093] The butt 51, the brim 50 and the lugs 52 of the
body 48 are of relatively rigid plastics material molded in
one piece. In addition to that part of relatively rigid plastics
material, the body 48 comprises a skirt 46 of relatively
flexible plastics material, molded over the edge 54 of the
flange 49.
[0094] The skirt 46 has a ring 95 added onto the edge
54. A frusto-conical collar 96 is unitary with the ring 95
and extends widening rearward.
[0095] A tab 97 integral with the skirt 46 projects for-
ward facing one of the pairs of openings 53.
[0096] To avoid the tab 97 projecting beyond the ring
95, the periphery of the flange 49 has a recess 55 in
which is accommodated a bridging member linking the
tab 97 to the ring 95 of the skirt 46.
[0097] The pin 47 is made of elastically flexible metal
wire shaped by bending.
[0098] As can be seen more particularly in Figure 18,
the pin 47 comprises two legs 76 and a loop 75 linking
the legs 76 to each other.
[0099] The legs 76 are disposed flanking each other,
with each leg 76 having a form which is the mirror image
of the form of the other leg 76.
[0100] Each leg 76 has an arcuate portion 77 the inside
radius of curvature of which corresponds to the inside
diameter of the shoulder 24.
[0101] Between the arcuate portion 77 and the distal
end 81, each leg 76 has a portion 78 inclined outwardly
and towards the distal end 81 then a straight portion ori-
ented in the longitudinal direction.
[0102] Between the arcuate portion 77 and the loop
75, each leg 76 comprises a portion 82 inclined outwardly
and towards the loop 75.
[0103] It will be noted that the spacing between the
legs 76 decreases from the loop 75 towards the arcuate

portions 77 and that it increases from the arcuate portions
77 towards the distal ends 81.
[0104] The loop 75 comprises an arch 80 and two
transversely oriented straight portions 79, each portion
79 extending between one of the ends of the arch 80 and
the proximal end of one of the legs 76, in this case the
end of the inclined portion 82 that is the opposite end to
the arcuate portion 77.
[0105] Here, the arch 80 has the general shape of a V.
[0106] The straight portions 79 are aligned with each
other.
[0107] As can be seen more particularly in Figure 7, in
the assembled state of the sleeve 45 (pin 47 mounted
on the body 48), the arcuate portions 77 extend through
the reception cavity 84, the inclined portions 78 and 82
are accommodated in the openings 53, the legs 76
emerge from the brim 50 with the distal ends 81 facing
the tab 97 and the loop 75 is adjacent the opposite ex-
ternal side of the brim 50 to the tab 97, with the arch 80
projecting beyond the flange 49.
[0108] The partition 44 is sandwiched between the in-
clined portions 82.
[0109] The effect of the elasticity of the metal material
from which the pin 47 is made and of the inclination of
the portions 82 is that the pin 47 is biased in relation to
the body 48 in the direction in which it thrusts into it.
[0110] The transversely oriented straight portions 79
form a stop for thrusting in the pin 47.
[0111] On the side of the tab 97, the partition 44 is
sandwiched between the inclined portions 78, in order to
wedge the pin 47 effectively in relation to the body 48.
[0112] The mounting of the pin 47 on the body 48 is
carried out by inserting each leg 76 into one of the open-
ings 53 situated on the opposite side to the tab 97. During
the thrusting-in movement, the legs 76 encounter the par-
tition 44, the pin 47 deforms elastically with the legs 76
spreading then coming together again when the inclined
portions 78 have passed beyond the partition 44, the
movement continuing until the straight portions 79 come
into abutment against the brim 50.
[0113] The extraction of the pin 47 from the body 48 is
carried out by pulling on the pin 47, for example as illus-
trated in Figures 17 and 18, by virtue of a hook 4 engaged
in the arch 80.
[0114] When the pin 47 is in place in the body 48, the
presence of the grooves 43 which are formed set back
from the surface 85 (see especially Figure 16) enables
the legs 76 to spread apart from each other if they are
subjected to a corresponding force. The elasticity of the
pin 47 tends to make the legs 76 return towards each
other to resume their initial position.
[0115] As can be seen especially in Figures 8 and 9,
the angular orientation of the loop 75 is the same as the
angular orientation of the insertion fin 58.
[0116] As explained below, the difference in outline be-
tween the insertion fins 58 and 59 enables angular in-
dexing of the loop 75 to be implemented. It is thus im-
portant to ensure that the loop 75 is oriented like the
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insertion fin 58, that is to say to avoid the opposite ori-
entation (loop 75 angularly oriented like the insertion fin
59).
[0117] The tab 97 avoids it being possible to insert the
pin 47 into the body 48 with the opposite orientation, that
is to say in which the arch 80 would have the same an-
gular orientation as the insertion fin 59.
[0118] As can be seen especially in Figure 12, the ap-
erture 8 of the wall 2 has a contour having two crenels
101 and 102 facing each other and two circle arcs 103
and 104 facing each other, with the circle arcs 103 and
104 each extending from an end of the crenel 101 to an
end of the crenel 102.
[0119] The contour of the circle arcs 103 and 104 cor-
responds to the contour of the cylindrical portions 89 and
90, with the same radius and same center. The crenel
101 corresponds to the contour of the insertion fin 58.
The crenel 102 corresponds to the contour of the insertion
fin 59.
[0120] Thus, the insertion fins 58 and 59 can only pass
through the aperture 8 if the surface 88 is centered on
the circle arcs 103 and 104 and if the insertion fins 58
and 59 are angularly oriented like the crenels 101 and
102.
[0121] In Figure 12, the sleeve 45 is illustrated with the
angular orientation that enables the insertion fins 58 and
59 to pass through the aperture 8.
[0122] The mounting of the butt 51 on the periphery of
the aperture 8 of the wall 2 is carried out by inserting thus
through the aperture 8 the portion of the butt 51 situated
rearward of the bearing skids 57, until the contact sur-
faces 60 of the bearing skids 57 and the edges 62 of the
locking fins 65 and 66 come against the wall 2, on the
periphery of the aperture 8.
[0123] It should be noted that in this position, the in-
sertion fins 58 and 59 have not fully passed through the
aperture 8: the inclined surfaces 67 and the front of the
lateral surfaces 68 face the material of the wall 2.
[0124] On account of the inclination of the surfaces 67
and of the straight character of the front of the surfaces
68, it is possible to rotate the sleeve 45 clockwise only,
that is to say in the usual screwing direction.
[0125] The rotational movement of the sleeve 45 in re-
lation to the wall 2 is guided by cooperation between the
cylindrical portions 89 and 90 of the butt 51 and the ma-
terial of the wall 2 situated along the circle arc portions
103 and 104.
[0126] The lugs 52 enable an assembly operator or
robot to turn the sleeve 45 in relation to the wall 2. The
inclined surfaces 67 serve as ramps which ensure that,
during the rotational movement, the wall 2 will locate be-
tween the insertion fin 58 and the bearing skid 57 facing
it, and between the insertion fin 59 and the bearing skid
57 facing it. The inclined surfaces 63 of the locking fins
65 and 66 also serve as a ramp, to make the locking fins
65 and 66 bend forward.
[0127] When the sleeve 45 has completed a quarter
turn, the locking fin 65 faces the space delimited by the

crenel 101 and the locking fin 66 faces the space delim-
ited by the crenel 102. The locking fins 65 and 66 may
then relax and enter those spaces. On account of this
entry, it is no longer possible to turn the sleeve 45 relative
to the wall 2 in either direction. The mounting of the sleeve
45 on the wall 2 is then terminated, since the sleeve 45
is then prevented from moving relative to the wall 2
whether with regard to the thrusting-in and the pulling off
(the wall 2 is sandwiched between the skids 57 and the
fins 58 and 59) or with regard to rotation (on account of
the engagement of the locking fins 65 and 66 in the ap-
erture 8).
[0128] When the sleeve 45 is mounted on the wall 2,
the insertion fins 58 and 59 project relatively greatly be-
yond the contour of the aperture 8, and more specifically
beyond the circle arcs 103 and 104.
[0129] The area of the wall 2 on which a force for ex-
traction of the butt 51 is exerted is consequently relatively
great. This enables the wall 2 to resist relatively high ex-
traction forces exerted on the sleeve 45, without deform-
ing.
[0130] When the sleeve 45 is mounted on the wall 2,
the skirt 46 provides airtightness and watertightness be-
tween the wall 2 and the flange 49. As the butt 51 is fully
closed towards the back, in particular with the back wall
87, the sleeve 45 obturates the aperture 8 in a manner
that is airtight and watertight.
[0131] If it is desired to demount the sleeve 45 from
the wall 2, it is possible to do this by raising the locking
fins 65 and 66, for example with the end of a flat screw-
driver engaged under the inclined surfaces 63 and then
by turning the sleeve 45 relative to the wall 2 anticlock-
wise until the contour of the insertion feet 58 and 59 cor-
responds to that of the crenels 101 and 102. When the
sleeve 45 is in that angular position, it may be extracted
from the wall 2.
[0132] It will be noted that in the mounted position of
the sleeve 45, the arch 80 of the pin 47 is turned towards
the outside edge of the wall 2.
[0133] As explained below, this makes it possible to
reach the arch 80 from that outside edge, with a tool such
as a hook 4 to extract the pin 45 from the body 48.
[0134] After having engaged the sleeve 45 on the pe-
riphery of the aperture 8 of the wall 2 as explained above
and after having engaged the male member formed by
the clip 5 assembled with the sole 6 engaged on the se-
curing arms 105 by head-forming of the fingers 106 as
explained above, it is possible to proceed with the fas-
tening of the panel 3 on the wall 2, the male member
formed by the clip 5 assembled with the sole 6 being
positioned in relation to the sleeve 45 as shown in Figure
13, that is to say with the spike 12 of the foot 10 directed
towards the cavity 84.
[0135] The panel 3 is then pushed towards the wall 2,
the spike 12 comes into contact with the arcuate portions
77 of the legs 76 of the pin 47, either directly, or by being
guided by the surface 85. In contact with the head 12,
the pin 47 deforms elastically with the legs 76 which
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spread apart then, when the spike 12 has passed beyond
the arcuate portions 77, the legs 76 clamp onto the stem
13.
[0136] The withdrawal of the foot 10 from the cavity 84
is prevented by the shoulder 24 coming into contact with
the arcuate portions 77.
[0137] It should be noted that the possibility for the clip
5 to move in relation to the sole 6 by virtue of the bending
of the arms 19 enables the foot 10 to align itself with the
cavity 84 including when the sole 6 is slightly offset in
relation to the aperture 8 and thus in relation to the sleeve
45.
[0138] This possibility of mutual centering between the
foot 10 and the cavity 84 enables the fastening device 1
to be compatible with relatively high positioning toleranc-
es, in particular tolerances of the order of magnitude that
is encountered between the inside sheet metal wall of an
automotive vehicle door and the inside trim panel which
is made to cover that wall.
[0139] It will be noted that this possibility of mutual
centering between the foot 10 and the cavity 84 is par-
ticularly useful here where the engagement of the foot
10 in the cavity 84 is performed blind, the wall 3 com-
pletely masking the female member constituted by the
sleeve 45 and the male member constituted by the clip
5 and the sole 6.
[0140] As can be seen especially in Figure 16, the cav-
ity 84 is configured in order for the foot 10 to be fully
inserted therein, whereas the stem 13 is relatively long,
such that when the foot 10 is fully inserted into the cavity
84, the shoulder 24 is relatively far from the pin 47.
[0141] Consequently, between the position in which
the foot 10 is fully inserted into the cavity 84 and the
position in which it is no longer possible to remove the
foot 10 from the cavity 84 (pin 47 in abutment on the
shoulder 24), the panel 3 may move a relatively large
distance away from the wall 2.
[0142] Here, this distance is of the order of 4 mm.
[0143] Here, the fastening device 1 is a safety compo-
nent positioned at a predetermined location to avoid the
panel 3 separating from the wall 2 under the effect of a
shock. Such a location is for example situated on the
deployment path of an airbag.
[0144] Here, the fastening device 1 is capable of re-
sisting a pulling-off force greater than 100 daN.
[0145] To keep the panel 3 pressed against the wall 2,
a plurality of conventional snap-engagement fastening
clips are provided (not visible in the drawings), which
have moderate resistance to pulling-off, since such clips
must enable the demounting of the panel from the wall 2.
[0146] The above-mentioned possibility of moving the
panel 3 away from the wall 2 before the shoulder 24
comes against the pin 47 serves to enable the clip 5 to
be freed from the sleeve 45 to enable the complete de-
mounting of the panel 3.
[0147] Thus, when such demounting must be carried
out, the conventional clips which serve to keep the panel
3 pressed against the wall 2 are released and the panel

3 is moved apart from the wall 2 as much as possible.
[0148] The spacing that then exists between the wall
2 and the panel 3 enables a tool such as the hook 4
illustrated in Figures 17 and 18 to be inserted between
the wall 2 and the panel 3 from the outside edge towards
which the loop 75 is turned, to engage that tool with the
arch 80 and enable the pin 47 to be pulled upon to extract
it from the sleeve 45, as shown in Figure 18.
[0149] Once the pin 47 has been removed, there is no
longer any obstacle to the removal of the foot 10 from
the cavity 84 and consequently the panel may be entirely
removed from the wall 2.
[0150] When the panel 3 has been fully removed, the
body 48 is accessible and it is possible to put the pin 47
back in place as explained above.
[0151] The sleeve 45 is then ready to receive the foot
10 again to again fasten the panel 3 to the wall 2.
[0152] It will be noted that in the illustrated example,
the loop 75 forms an actuating part to dispose the elastic
part constituted by the pin 47 clear of the shoulder 24 of
the foot 10.
[0153] In a variant not illustrated, the pin 47 is replaced
by one or more different members, for example a slide
of which the actuating part is an external pusher as de-
scribed in patent US 5,894,641 or a pair of two slides of
which the actuating parts are diametrically opposite ex-
ternal pushers, as described in patent US 5,970,588.
[0154] In another variant not illustrated, the butt is
shaped differently, for example with a single locking fin;
and/or the outside lateral surface is not cylindrical (for
example it is a flat) between the cylindrical portions such
as 89 and 90.
[0155] In another variant not illustrated, the parts of the
body 48 situated forward of the flange 49 are configured
differentially, with for example the lugs 52 being eliminat-
ed and the rotation of the sleeve 45 being actuated via
a key engaged on the opposite flats of the brim.
[0156] In another variant not illustrated, the bearing
skids 57 projecting both from the outside lateral surface
88 of the barrel 73 and from the back face of the flange
49, are replaced by bearing skids which jut but which do
not project from the surface 88 (with for example a space
between the bearing skids and the surface 88), and/or
do not project from the back face of the flange 49 (with
for example the bearing skids being fins projecting from
the surface 88 or which are flush with the back face of
the flange 49).
[0157] In another variant not illustrated, the number of
flexible arms comprised by the clip is different from six,
for example five or seven, and/or the flexible arms do not
include any appendix but are connected together by a
rim in the form of a circular ring on their periphery.
[0158] In another variant not illustrated, the sole has a
plateau set back in relation to the base. A wall, which is
open on one side connects the plateau to the base such
that the clip is mounted on the plateau and not on the
base.
[0159] In other variants not illustrated, the female
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member and the male member are different, with for ex-
ample the capability of centering between the cavity and
the foot being provided by the female member rather than
by the male member; or even no centering capability is
provided; or else the relatively long travel of the foot of
the male member in the cavity of the female member to
be able to separate the panel from the wall is eliminated,
by providing for example a lateral aperture in the panel
to be able to access the actuating part of the elastic part
of the female member.
[0160] In other variants not illustrated, the wall on
which the female member is engaged and the panel on
which the male member is engaged are different from
the inside sheet of metal of an automotive vehicle door
and from an inside trim panel of an automotive vehicle
door, for example a part of the outside sheet metal bod-
ywork of a vehicle and a decorative strip and/or protective
strip mounted on that part of the sheet metal bodywork.
[0161] Of course, numerous other variants are possi-
ble according to circumstances, and in this connection it
is to be noted that the invention is not limited to the ex-
amples described and shown.

Claims

1. A fastening device for fastening a panel (3) to a wall
(2) with a high resistance to pulling off, comprising
a male member to engage on the panel (3) and a
female member to engage on the wall (2), the male
member and the female member being configured
for the female member to be able to receive and re-
tain the male member releasably, characterized in
that:

- in order for the female member (45) to receive
and retain the male member (5, 6), the male
member (5, 6) comprises a foot (10) having a
spike (12) which narrows from a shoulder (24)
towards the distal end of the foot (10), while the
female member (45) comprises a cavity (84) for
reception of said spike (12) and an elastic part
(47) extending across the reception cavity (84),
which is configured to bend in contact with the
spike (12), on a thrusting-in movement of the
foot (10) into the cavity (84), and to relax when
the spike (12) has passed beyond it in order to
arrive opposite the shoulder (24) to prevent the
withdrawal of the spike (12);
- to release the male member (5, 6) from the
female member (45), the female member (45)
comprises an actuating part (75) to dispose the
elastic part (47) clear of the shoulder (24) of the
foot (10), the actuating part (75) projecting radi-
ally outwards;
- for its engagement on the periphery of an ap-
erture (8) of the wall (2) having a contour having
two crenels (101, 102) facing each other and

two circle arcs (103, 104) facing each other and
each extending from one to the other of the
crenels (101, 102), the female member (45)
comprises, rearward of the actuating part (75),
a butt (51) having:

- an outside lateral surface (88) having at
least one first cylindrical portion (89) and a
second cylindrical portion (90) diametrically
opposite the first cylindrical portion (89),
- two bearing skids (57) each jutting radially
respectively from said first cylindrical por-
tion (89) and said second cylindrical portion
(90) of said outside lateral surface (88) of
the butt (51), each bearing skid (57) having
a contact surface (60) for contact with the
wall (2),
- two insertion fins (58, 59) each projecting
radially respectively from said first cylindri-
cal portion (89) and from said second cylin-
drical portion (90) of said outside lateral sur-
face (88) of the butt (51), each insertion fin
(58, 59) being rearward of and aligned with
a respective bearing skid (57), each inser-
tion fin (58, 59) having, facing the contact
surface (60) of the corresponding bearing
skid (57), a contact surface (70) for contact
with the wall (2), each insertion fin (58, 59)
having a contour set back from the contour
of the corresponding bearing skid (57), and
- at least one locking fin (65, 66) projecting
radially from said outside lateral surface
(88) of the butt (51) between the two inser-
tion fins (58, 59), having the same contour
as one of the insertion fins (58, 59); and

- to index the angular position of the female
member (45) in relation to the wall (2), in order
for the actuating part (75) of the female member
(45) to be turned towards an outside edge of the
wall (2), each insertion fin (58, 59) has a different
contour from the contour of the other insertion
fin (58, 59).

2. A device according to claim 1, characterized in that
said butt (51) has two said locking fins (65, 66) each
projecting radially from said outside lateral surface
(88), each said locking fin (65, 66) having the same
contour as a respective one of said insertion fins (58,
59).

3. A device according to claim 2, characterized in that
the angular spacing between each locking fin (65,
66) and the insertion fin (58, 59) having the same
contour is a quarter turn.

4. A device according to any one of claims 1 to 3, char-
acterized in that said elastic part is an extractible
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pin (47), said actuating part of the female member
(45) being formed by a loop (75) of said pin (47).

5. A device according to claim 4, characterized in that
said pin (47) comprises two legs (76) linked to each
other by said loop (75).

6. A device according to claim 5, characterized in that
said pin (47) is made of elastically flexible metal wire
shaped by bending with said legs (76) being dis-
posed flanking each other.

7. A device according to claim 6, characterized in that
each leg (76) has an arcuate portion (77) the inside
radius of curvature of which corresponds to the in-
side diameter of said shoulder (24), each said arcu-
ate portion being disposed in said reception cavity
(84).

8. A device according to any one of claims 1 to 7, char-
acterized in that said female member (45) compris-
es, in addition to said butt (51), a brim (50) surround-
ing the mouth of said cavity (84).

9. A device according to claim 8, characterized in that
said butt (51) comprises a flange (49) from which
projects said brim (50).

10. A device according to any one of claims 1 to 9, char-
acterized in that said male member comprises:

- a clip (5) comprising said foot (10) and a head
(11); and
- a sole (6) provided to be engaged on said panel
(3), said sole (6) and said head (11) being con-
figured to be assembled with the head (11) kept
in a predetermined position relative to the sole
(6) with the exception of an elastic offset about
said predetermined position.

11. A device according to claim 10, characterized in
that said sole (6) comprises a base (30) in which is
formed a cut-out (32) while a rib (31) surrounding
said cut-out (32) projects from a first face (40) of said
base (30); in that said head (11) comprises a plate
(15), a counter-plate (17) and a spacer (16) linking
the plate (15) to the counter-plate (17), the counter-
plate (17) comprising flexible peripheral arms (19);
and in that in the assembled state of said sole (6)
and of said head (11), said spacer (16), is disposed
in said cut-out (32) with the counter-plate (17) facing
said first face (40) of said base (30) with said flexible
arms (19) in contact with said rib (31) while said plate
(15) faces a second face (41) of said base (30), which
is a reverse face to said first face (40).

12. A device according to claim 11, characterized in
that said counter-plate (17) comprises a rigid flange

(18) on the periphery of which are regularly spaced
said flexible arms (19), which each comprise a first
branch (112) and a second branch (114) with an el-
bow (113) between the first branch (112) and the
second branch (114), the first branch (112) extend-
ing between a zone (111) of junction with the flange
(18) and the elbow (113), the second branch (114)
extending between the elbow (113) and an appendix
(115), which appendix (115) extends towards a
neighboring flexible arm (19) with its free end situat-
ed between the flange (18) and the elbow (113) of
said neighboring flexible arm (19).

13. An assembly comprising a device according to any
one of claims 1 to 12, a wall (2) comprising an aper-
ture (8) on the periphery of which is engaged the butt
(51) of said female member (45) and a panel (3) on
which is engaged said male member (5, 6), said ac-
tuating part (75) of said female member (45) being
turned towards an outside edge of the wall (2).

14. An assembly according to claim 13, characterized
in that it further comprises a tool (4) configured to
act on said actuating part (75) in order to dispose
the elastic part (47) clear of the shoulder (24) of the
foot (10), said female member (45) and said foot (10)
being configured in order for the foot (10) to be able
to thrust into said cavity (84) until said panel (3) bears
against said wall (2) and be able to withdraw as far
as a position in which said shoulder (24) is against
said elastic part (47) with said panel (3) then being
sufficiently spaced away from said wall (2) for said
tool (4) to be inserted between said wall (2) and said
panel (3) to come into engagement with said actu-
ating part (75).

15. An assembly according to any one of claims 13 or
14, characterized in that said wall (2) is an inside
metal sheet of an automotive vehicle door whereas
said panel (3) is an inside trim panel of said door.

Patentansprüche

1. Befestigungsvorrichtung zur Befestigung einer Plat-
te (3) an einer Wand (2) mit hohem Entnahmewider-
stand, aufweisend ein männliches Glied zum Ein-
greifen an der Platte (3) und ein weibliches Glied
zum Eingreifen an der Wand (2), wobei das männ-
liche Glied und das weibliche Glied derart konfigu-
riert sind, dass das weibliche Glied dazu imstande
ist, das männliche Glied aufzunehmen und lösbar
festzuhalten, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

- damit das weibliche Glied (45) das männliche
Glied (5, 6) aufnehmen und festhalten kann, das
männliche Glied (5, 6) einen Fuß (10) mit einem
Dorn (12) aufweist, der sich von einer Schulter
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(24) zum distalen Ende des Fußes (10) verengt,
während das weibliche Glied (45) einen Hohl-
raum (84) zur Aufnahme des Dorns (12) und ein
elastisches Teil (47) aufweist, das über den Auf-
nahmehohlraum (84) hinweg verläuft und dazu
konfiguriert ist, sich in Kontakt mit dem Dorn (12)
auf eine Vorstoßbewegung des Fußes (10) in
den Hohlraum (84) zu biegen und sich zu ent-
spannen, wenn der Dorn (12) zum Erreichen der
gegenüberliegenden Schulter (24) darüber hin-
aus gelaufen ist, um den Abzug des Dorns (12)
zu verhindern;
- zum Lösen des männlichen Glieds (5, 6) aus
dem weiblichen Glied (45), das weibliche Glied
(45) ein Betätigungsteil (75) zum Anordnen des
elastischen Teils (47) frei von der Schulter (24)
des Fußes (10) aufweist, wobei das Betäti-
gungsteil (75) radial nach außen vorsteht;
- zu seiner Ineingriffnahme am Umfang einer
Öffnung (8) der Wand (2) mit einer Kontur, die
zwei Zinnen (101, 102), die einander zugekehrt
sind, und zwei Kreisbögen (103, 104) aufweist,
die einander zugekehrt sind und jeder von einer
zur anderen der Zinnen (101, 102) verläuft, das
weibliche Glied (45) hinter dem Betätigungsteil
(75) ein Endstück (51) aufweist, mit:
- einer äußeren Seitenfläche (88) mit mindes-
tens einem ersten zylindrischen Abschnitt (89)
und einem zweiten zylindrischen Abschnitt (90),
der dem ersten zylindrischen Abschnitt (89) di-
ametral gegenüberliegt,
- zwei Lagerkufen (57), die jede jeweils radial
vom ersten zylindrischen Abschnitt (89) und
vom zweiten zylindrischen Abschnitt (90) der
äußeren Seitenfläche (88) des Endstücks (51)
überstehen, wobei jede Lagerkufe (57) eine
Kontaktfläche (60) zum Kontakt mit der Wand
(2) aufweist,
- zwei Einführungsrippen (58, 59), die jede je-
weils radial vom ersten zylindrischen Abschnitt
(89) und vom zweiten zylindrischen Abschnitt
(90) der äußeren Seitenfläche (88) des End-
stücks (51) vorstehen, wobei jede Einführungs-
rippe (58, 59) hinter einer jeweiligen Lagerkufe
(57) liegt und daran ausgerichtet ist, wobei jede
Einführungsrippe (58, 59) der Kontaktfläche
(60) der entsprechenden Lagerkufe (57) zuge-
kehrt eine Kontaktfläche (70) zum Kontakt mit
der Wand (2) aufweist, wobei jede Einführungs-
rippe (58, 59) eine Kontur aufweist, die von der
Kontur der entsprechenden Lagerkufe (57) zu-
rückgesetzt ist, und
- mindestens einer Sperrrippe (65, 66), die radial
von der äußeren Seitenfläche (88) des End-
stücks (51) zwischen den zwei Einführungsrip-
pen (58, 59) vorsteht, mit derselben Kontur wie
eine der Einführungsrippen (58, 59); und
- wobei zum Anzeigen der Winkelposition des

weiblichen Glieds (45) bezüglich der Wand (2),
damit das Betätigungsteil (75) des weiblichen
Glieds (45) zu einer Außenkante der Wand (2)
gedreht werden kann, jede Einführungsrippe
(58, 59) eine abweichende Kontur von der Kon-
tur der anderen Einführungsrippe (58, 59) auf-
weist.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das Endstück (51) zwei Sperrrippen
(65, 66) aufweist, die jede radial von der äußeren
Seitenfläche (88) vorstehen, wobei jede Sperrrippe
(65, 66) dieselbe Kontur wie eine jeweilige der Ein-
führungsrippen (58, 59) aufweist.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Winkelbeabstandung zwischen
jeder Sperrrippe (65, 66) und der Einführungsrippe
(58, 59) mit derselben Kontur eine Vierteldrehung ist.

4. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das elastische Teil
ein ausziehbarer Stift (47) ist, wobei das Betäti-
gungsteil des weiblichen Glieds (45) durch eine
Schleife (75) des Stifts (47) ausgebildet ist.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass der Stift (47) zwei Beine (76) auf-
weist, die durch die Schleife (75) miteinander ver-
bunden sind.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass der Stift (47) aus einem elastisch
flexiblen Metalldraht hergestellt ist, der durch Biegen
der Beine (76), die einander flankierend angeordnet
sind, geformt ist.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass jedes Bein (76) einen bogenförmi-
gen Abschnitt (77) aufweist, dessen innerer Krüm-
mungsradius dem Innendurchmesser der Schulter
(24) entspricht, wobei jeder bogenförmige Abschnitt
im Aufnahmehohlraum (84) angeordnet ist.

8. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das weibliche Glied
(45) zusätzlich zum Endstück (51) einen Rand (50)
aufweist, der die Mündung des Hohlraums (84) um-
gibt.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das Endstück (51) einen Flansch
(49) aufweist, von dem der Rand (50) vorsteht.

10. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das männliche Glied
Folgendes aufweist:
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- einen Clip (5), der den Fuß (10) und einen Kopf
(11) aufweist; und
- eine Sohle (6), die zum Eingriff auf der Platte
(3) vorgesehen ist, wobei die Sohle (6) und der
Kopf (11) zum derartigen Zusammenbauen kon-
figuriert sind, dass der Kopf (11) in einer vorge-
gebenen Position bezüglich der Sohle (6) ge-
halten ist, unter Ausnahme eines elastischen
Versatzes um die vorgegebene Position.

11. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 10, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Sohle (6) eine Basis (30) auf-
weist, in der ein Ausschnitt (32) ausgebildet ist, wäh-
rend eine Rippe (31), die den Ausschnitt (32) umgibt,
von einer ersten Seitenfläche (40) der Basis (30) vor-
steht; dass der Kopf (11) eine Platte (15), eine Ge-
genplatte (17) und ein Distanzstück (16) aufweist,
das die Platte (15) mit der Gegenplatte (17) verbin-
det, wobei die Gegenplatte (17) flexible Umfangsar-
me (19) aufweist; und dass im zusammengebauten
Zustand der Sohle (6) und des Kopfs (11) das Dis-
tanzstück (16) im Ausschnitt (32) angeordnet ist, wo-
bei die Gegenplatte (17) der ersten Seitenfläche (40)
der Basis (30) zugekehrt ist, wobei die flexiblen Arme
(19) in Kontakt mit der Rippe (31) stehen, während
die Platte (15) einer zweiten Seitenfläche (41) der
Basis (30) zugekehrt ist, die eine umgekehrte Sei-
tenfläche der ersten Seitenfläche (40) ist.

12. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 11, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Gegenplatte (17) einen starren
Flansch (18) aufweist, auf dessen Umfang die fle-
xiblen Arme (19) regelmäßig beabstandet sind, wel-
che jeder einen ersten Zweig (112) und einen zwei-
ten Zweig (114) mit einem Ellbogen (113) zwischen
dem ersten Zweig (112) und dem zweiten Zweig
(114) aufweisen, wobei der erste Zweig (112) zwi-
schen einer Verbindungszone (111) mit dem
Flansch (18) und dem Ellbogen (113) verläuft, der
zweite Zweig (114) zwischen dem Ellbogen (113)
und einem Ansatz (115) verläuft, wobei der Ansatz
(115) zu einem benachbarten flexiblen Arm (19) ver-
läuft, wobei sein freies Ende zwischen dem Flansch
(18) und dem Ellbogen (113) des benachbarten fle-
xiblen Arms (19) liegt.

13. Anordnung, aufweisend eine Vorrichtung nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 12, eine Wand (2), die eine
Öffnung (8) aufweist, an deren Umfang das End-
stück (51) des weiblichen Glieds (45) in Eingriff ge-
bracht ist, und eine Platte (3), an der das männliche
Glied (5, 6) in Eingriff gebracht ist, wobei das Betä-
tigungsglied (75) des weiblichen Glieds (45) zu einer
Außenkante der Wand (2) hin gedreht ist.

14. Anordnung nach Anspruch 13, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass sie ferner ein Werkzeug (4) aufweist,
das zum Einwirken auf das Betätigungsteil (75) zum

Anordnen des elastischen Teils (47) frei von der
Schulter (24) des Fußes (10) konfiguriert ist, wobei
das weibliche Glied (45) und der Fuß (10) derart kon-
figuriert sind, dass der Fuß (10) dazu imstande ist,
in den Hohlraum (84) vorzustoßen, bis die Platte (3)
an der Wand (2) anliegt, und dazu imstande ist, sich
bis zu einer Position zurückzuziehen, in der die
Schulter (24) am elastischen Teil (47) anliegt, wobei
die Platte (3) dann genügend von der Wand (2) weg
beabstandet ist, dass das Werkzeug (4) zwischen
die Wand (2) und die Platte (3) eingeführt werden
kann, um in Eingriff mit dem Betätigungsteil (75) zu
kommen.

15. Anordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 13 oder 14,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Wand (2) ein
Innenseitenmetallblech einer Kraftfahrzeugtür ist,
während die Platte (3) eine Innenseitenverklei-
dungsplatte der Tür ist.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de fixation pour fixer un panneau (3) à une
paroi (2) avec une résistance à l’arrachement éle-
vée, comportant un élément mâle à mettre en prise
sur le panneau (3) et un élément femelle à mettre
en prise sur la paroi (2), avec l’élément mâle et l’élé-
ment femelle qui sont configurés pour que l’élément
femelle puisse recevoir et retenir l’élément mâle de
façon libérable, caractérisé en ce que :

- pour que l’élément femelle (45) reçoive et re-
tienne l’élément mâle (5, 6), l’élément mâle (5,
6) comporte un pied (10) présentant une pointe
(12) se rétrécissant depuis un épaulement (24)
vers l’extrémité distale du pied (10), tandis que
l’élément femelle (45) comporte une cavité (84)
de réception de ladite pointe (12) et un membre
élastique (47) s’étendant en travers de la cavité
de réception (84), configuré pour fléchir au con-
tact de la pointe (12) lors d’un mouvement d’en-
foncement du pied (10) dans la cavité (84) et
pour se détendre lorsque la pointe (12) l’a fran-
chi afin de venir en regard de l’épaulement (24)
pour interdire le retrait de la pointe (12) ;
- pour libérer l’élément mâle (5, 6) de l’élément
femelle (45), l’élément femelle (45) comporte un
organe de commande (75) pour mettre le mem-
bre élastique (47) à l’écart de l’épaulement (24)
du pied (10), avec ledit organe de commande
(75) qui saille radialement vers l’extérieur ;
- pour sa mise en prise sur le pourtour d’un orifice
(8) de la paroi (2) ayant un contour présentant
deux créneaux (101, 102) en vis-à-vis et deux
arcs de cercle (103, 104) en vis-à-vis s’étendant
chacun de l’un à l’autre des créneaux (101, 102),
l’élément femelle (45) comporte, en arrière de
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l’organe de commande (75), un culot (51)
présentant :

- une surface latérale externe (88) présen-
tant au moins une première portion cylindri-
que (89) et une deuxième portion cylindri-
que (90) diamétralement opposée à la pre-
mière portion cylindrique (89),
- deux patins d’appui (57) chacun radiale-
ment en débord respectivement de ladite
première portion cylindrique (89) et de ladite
deuxième portion cylindrique (90) de ladite
surface latérale externe (88) du culot (51),
chaque patin d’appui (57) présentant une
surface de contact (60) avec la paroi (2),
- deux ailettes d’insertion (58, 59) saillant
chacune radialement respectivement de la-
dite première portion cylindrique (89) et de
ladite deuxième portion cylindrique (90) de
ladite surface latérale externe (88) du culot
(51), chaque ailette d’insertion (58, 59)
étant en arrière et au droit d’un patin d’appui
(57) respectif, avec chaque ailette d’inser-
tion (58, 59) qui présente, en regard de la
surface de contact (60) du patin d’appui (57)
correspondant, une surface de contact (70)
avec la paroi (2), chaque ailette d’insertion
(58, 59) ayant un contour en retrait du con-
tour du patin d’appui (57) correspondant, et
- au moins une ailette de blocage (65, 66)
saillant radialement de ladite surface laté-
rale externe (88) que comporte le culot (51)
entre les deux ailettes d’insertion (58, 59),
de même contour que l’une des ailettes d’in-
sertion (58, 59) ; et

- pour indexer la position angulaire de l’élément
femelle (45) vis-à-vis de la paroi (2), afin que
l’organe de commande (75) de l’élément femelle
(45) soit tourné vers un bord externe de la paroi
(2), chaque ailette d’insertion (58, 59) a un con-
tour différent du contour de l’autre ailette d’in-
sertion (58, 59).

2. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que ledit culot (51) présente deux dites ailettes
de blocage (65, 66) saillant chacune radialement de
ladite surface latérale externe (88), chaque dite ailet-
te de blocage (65, 66) ayant le même contour qu’une
respective desdites ailettes d’insertion (58, 59).

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en
ce que l’écart angulaire entre chaque ailette de blo-
cage (65, 66) et l’ailette d’insertion (58, 59) de même
contour est d’un quart de tour.

4. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 3, caractérisé en ce que ledit membre élastique

est une goupille (47) extractible, avec ledit organe
de commande que comporte l’élément femelle (45)
qui est formé par une boucle (75) de ladite goupille
(47).

5. Dispositif selon la revendication 4, caractérisé en
ce que ladite goupille (47) comporte deux pattes (76)
reliées l’une à l’autre par ladite boucle (75).

6. Dispositif selon la revendication 5, caractérisé en
ce que ladite goupille (47) est faite en fil métallique
élastiquement flexible conformé par pliage avec les-
dites pattes (76) qui sont disposées en regard l’une
de l’autre.

7. Dispositif selon la revendication 6, caractérisé en
ce que chaque patte (76) présente une portion ar-
quée (77) dont le rayon de courbure interne corres-
pond au diamètre interne dudit épaulement (24),
avec chaque dite portion arquée qui est disposée
dans ladite cavité de réception (84).

8. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 7, caractérisé en ce que ledit élément femelle
(45) comporte, outre ledit culot (51), une margelle
(50) entourant le débouché de ladite cavité (84).

9. Dispositif selon la revendication 8, caractérisé en
ce que ledit culot (51) comporte un flasque (49) dont
saille ladite margelle (50).

10. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 9, caractérisé en ce que ledit élément mâle
comporte :

- une agrafe (5) comportant ledit pied (10) et une
tête (11) ; et
- une semelle (6) prévue pour être mise en prise
sur ledit panneau (3), ladite semelle (6) et ladite
tête (11) étant configurées pour être assem-
blées avec la tête (11) qui est immobilisée dans
une position prédéterminée par rapport à la se-
melle (6) à l’exception d’un décentrement élas-
tique vis-à-vis de ladite position prédéterminée.

11. Dispositif selon la revendication 10, caractérisé en
ce que ladite semelle (6) comporte une embase (30)
dans laquelle est ménagée une échancrure (32) tan-
dis qu’une nervure (31) entourant ladite échancrure
(32) saille d’une première face (40) de ladite embase
(30) ; en ce que ladite tête (11) comporte une platine
(15), une contre-platine (17) et une entretoise (16)
reliant la platine (15) à la contre-platine (17), avec la
contre-platine (17) qui comporte des bras flexibles
(19) en périphérie ; et en ce qu’à l’état assemblé de
ladite semelle (6) et de ladite tête (11), ladite entre-
toise (16) est disposée dans ladite échancrure (32)
avec la contre-platine (17) qui est en regard de ladite
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première face (40) de ladite embase (30) avec lesdits
bras flexibles (19) en contact avec ladite nervure (31)
tandis que ladite platine (15) est en regard d’une
deuxième face (41) de ladite embase (30), opposée
à ladite première face (40).

12. Dispositif selon la revendication 11, caractérisé en
ce que ladite contre-platine (17) comporte un flas-
que (18) rigide sur le pourtour duquel sont répartis
régulièrement lesdits bras flexibles (19), lesquels
comportent chacun une première branche (112) et
une deuxième branche (114) avec un coude (113)
entre la première branche (112) et la deuxième bran-
che (114), la première branche (112) s’étendant en-
tre une zone de jonction (111) avec le flasque (18)
et le coude (113), la deuxième branche (114) s’éten-
dant entre le coude (113) et un appendice (115),
lequel appendice (115) s’étend en direction d’un bras
flexible (19) voisin avec son extrémité libre qui se
trouve entre le flasque (18) et le coude (113) dudit
bras flexible (19) voisin.

13. Ensemble comportant un dispositif selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 12, une paroi (2) com-
portant un orifice (8) sur le pourtour duquel est mis
en prise le culot (51) dudit élément femelle (45) et
un panneau (3) sur lequel est mis en prise ledit élé-
ment mâle (5, 6), ledit organe de commande (75)
dudit élément femelle (45) étant tourné vers un bord
externe de la paroi (2).

14. Ensemble selon la revendication 13, caractérisé en
ce qu’il comporte en outre un outil (4) configuré pour
agir sur ledit organe de commande (75) afin de met-
tre le membre élastique (47) à l’écart de l’épaulement
(24) du pied (10), ledit élément femelle (45) et ledit
pied (10) étant configurés pour que le pied (10) puis-
se s’enfoncer dans ladite cavité (84) jusqu’à ce que
ledit panneau (3) soit en appui sur ladite paroi (2) et
puisse reculer jusqu’à une position où ledit épaule-
ment (24) est contre ledit membre élastique (47)
avec ledit panneau (3) qui est alors suffisamment
écarté de ladite paroi (2) pour que ledit outil (4) puis-
se s’insérer entre ladite paroi (2) et ledit panneau (3)
pour venir s’engager avec ledit organe de comman-
de (75).

15. Ensemble selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 13 ou 14, caractérisé en ce que ladite paroi
(2) est une tôle métallique interne d’une porte de
véhicule automobile tandis que ledit panneau (3) est
un panneau de garniture interne de ladite porte.
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